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Abstract 
With the entrepreneurial milieu in Linnaeus University (Växjö), students are encouraged to get in-
volved in entrepreneurial activities. The number of student entrepreneurs has been increasing recent 
years. However, there is a blank in the study of student entrepreneurs. The entrepreneurial education 
system and the features of student entrepreneurs are the focus of the research about student entre-
preneurs. At the same time, no sufficient study has been done about student entrepreneurs’ usage of  
the business support that could be offered to them. By studying student entrepreneurs’ situation, 
their relationship with support agencies, their selection of business support and the way they use the 
support, the research question ”how do student entrepreneurs use support agencies” will be an-
swered by the end of this thesis.  "
"
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"

1. Introduction"
This chapter provides the overall description of the thesis with starting by explaining the back-

ground of the Swedish entrepreneurial environment. Then, the purpose of the research and the out-

line of the thesis will be introduced. 

1.1 Background "

1.1.1 The background of the increasing Swedish entrepreneurial environment 

According to the Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) project, the level of Swedish entrepre-

neurship ranks 19 out of 23 developed countries in 2011. However, entrepreneurial activities have 

been recently booming in Sweden as Figure 1 shows. The data are collected by the percentage of 

18-64 populations who are either a nascent entrepreneur or owner-manager of a new business. Al-

though Sweden has a low percentage of entrepreneurial activities compared to other developing 

countries, the percentage of entrepreneurs are now twice as much as five years before.  

"

!  
Figure 1. Total Early-Stage Entrepreneurial Activities "
In addition to the fact that Swedish entrepreneurial activities are increasing, Swedish entrepreneurs 

start their business by motivating reasons, which means they are not forced to become entrepreneurs 

because of unemployment (or this kind of reasons). GEM project has categorized the motives for 

becoming an entrepreneur by either opportunity-based or necessity-based. The opportunity-based 

entrepreneurship refers to pull-effects that people want to identify entrepreneurial opportunities. 
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The necessity based entrepreneurship is instead based on forces coming from the social situation 

such as high levels of unemployment. Almost 90% of Swedish entrepreneurship is corresponded by 

opportunity-based motives rather than necessity-based motives. Even the United States which ranks 

first for high entrepreneurial activities’ rate have 75% of opportunity-based motives. Therefore, the 

entrepreneurial activities in Sweden are consisted by people’s wants with eagerness for starting a 

business rather than people’s ‘must’ reason with just paying attention getting their life secured. 

Swedish entrepreneurs are claimed to be proactive about their start-ups in order to fulfill their iden-

tification of entrepreneurial opportunities. 

      

Because of the trend that an increasing number of Swedish people are interested in entrepreneurial 

activities for the sake of full-effect motivation, small business activities are now very proactive in 

general. Therefore, the trend of entrepreneurial activities is more socially accepted today, and the 

support system is better structured. This big environmental background also has a considerable in-

fluence on students. In a Sweden-based research which was based on 9 000 students in 27 different 

universities and institutions (Attityd 12/13), 69% of the students answered yes to the question “can 

you think about becoming an entrepreneur yourself?” while only 12% answered “no” and 19% an-

swered “don’t know”.  

"
More attention is called for young student entrepreneurs due to their expanding impact on the soci-

ety and the importance of concerns about students' activities. As a part of entrepreneurs, student en-

trepreneurs should be studied as women entrepreneurs and other differentiated groups.  

"
1.1.2. An increasing focus towards Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (SMEs) 

For many reasons there has been an increasing focus towards SMEs in Sweden over the last 

decades. One important reason is that SMEs have grown to become an important and increasing 

factor for creating new jobs and economic growth in the society. Some studies are showing that 

larger companies do not create the same growth regarding the number of jobs as before, mainly be-

cause of globalization and increased productivity. Another reason for the importance of creating 

new jobs in the SME sector is also that the public sector in Sweden have been decreasing over the 

last decades, although it is still of big importance (Stevenson & Lundström, 2001). Looking at the 

categorization of companies with few employees it also shows they are dominant when it comes to 
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the number of establishments and number of companies, see figure below (SCB, Company Directo-

ry). 

"
1.1.3 Problem Discussion 

When it comes to the current research of entrepreneurs, student entrepreneurs as a differentiated 

group, has not been paid attention as much as female entrepreneurs, immigrant entrepreneurs, etc. 

According to Politis, Winborg & Dahlstrand (2013) recently there has already been an increasing at-

tention towards the university-originated start-ups, and the interests are intensively focused on the 

features and characteristics of these firms. In the research of student entrepreneurs, the focus is lim-

ited. The most common research areas are around entrepreneurship education, student entrepre-

neurs’ characteristics/uniqueness, comparison with entrepreneurs outside campus. Since universities 

are ambitious about transforming into entrepreneurial universities, it has been followed by various 

promotion activities like entrepreneurship education, in Klofsten (2000) and Rasmussen and 

Sørheim (2006) and increasing business support in Hughes, Ireland & Morgan (2007) and Klofsten 

& Lindholm (2002) according to Politis, Winborg & Dahlstrand (2012). 

"
At the same time, not so much research has been done about the detailed process of students’ en-

trepreneurial activities on their way towards success. For instance, how do student entrepreneurs 

take advantage of the entrepreneurship support/business support around them. This situation indi-
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cates a blank in the study field of student entrepreneurs. Eventually, student entrepreneurs have to 

face the competition in the market as other entrepreneurs, no matter they came from an academic 

milieu or not. Therefore, they should be studied and supported in the aim of better development as 

well, like other entrepreneurs. On one hand, the study of student entrepreneurs’ characteristics and 

features are very necessary for having a deep understanding of this group; On the other hand, stud-

ies of student entrepreneurs’ agendas and activities should not be neglected neither. It is important 

to keep providing support and encouragement to student entrepreneurs as well as study the respons-

es to these promotion activities. That is why it calls for a close look at what do student entrepre-

neurs exactly do in their practice and how do they use various business supports.  

"
Based on the entrepreneurial milieu background of Linnaeus University (Växjö), students are en-

couraged to get involved in entrepreneurial activities. There are plenty information about how stu-

dents are encouraged to become entrepreneurs from perspectives of university and support agencies. 

However, no research has been done about how these students do use various support as entrepre-

neurs. By studying how do student entrepreneurs take advantage of various business support around 

them can contribute to a better recognition of this group, and in a further way, it is an important 

feedback that can lead to more efficient business support in the future time. 

"
To have a higher level of entrepreneurial activity, it is according to Lundström & Stevenson (2002) 

not only sufficient to just reduce the obstacles for entrepreneurs but also to embed an en-

trepreneurial culture in the society. Linnaeus University, as a Småland located university, naturally 

regards themselves as an entrepreneurial university since Småland is a region that is famous for 

numerous SMEs. If the campus of LNU has been viewed as a small society, the embed of the en-

trepreneurial culture will be high there. According to statistics from Drivhuset Växjö，there is an 

increasing number of student entrepreneurs that have started their business adventure in the campus 

of Linnaeus University. In general, the group of student entrepreneurs is developing both in terms of 

size and activeness. 

"
1.1.4 Research Question  

With the certain entrepreneurial environment here in Sweden as a background, it is interesting to 

take a close look on how student entrepreneurs start and develop their business from where they are. 

However, to have a more specific research area, the research question has been narrowed down to: 
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How do student entrepreneurs use the business support that could be offered to them. Being sur-

rounded by various support structures, are student entrepreneurs being fully aware of that? How 

will they take the advantage of these resources? There are a lot of these kinds of questions that can 

be asked. At the same time, to narrow down the research area, the research here will be focused on: 

1) The support agency/agencies that student entrepreneurs are closely working with and the cooper-

ation between them.  

2) The formal and informal business support that offered to student entrepreneurs. 

3) Usage of the support agency/agencies as well as different types of business support.  

4) Reasons behind this situation.  

Therefore, the research question here will be: how do student entrepreneurs use the business sup-

port? This is the question should be answered by the end of this thesis.   

"
1.2 Purpose of the research"

Based on the background that has been talked above about the increasing entrepreneurial environ-

ment, importance of SMEs and the ambition of entrepreneurial university, it appeals to have a close 

look at the current situation of today’s student entrepreneurs. Student entrepreneurs, as new and ac-

tive participators in the history of entrepreneurs, there is not much research that has been done 

about them so far compared to entrepreneurs in general.  

"
Student entrepreneurs, being studied and helped as a differentiated group, they are not completely 

separated from the entrepreneurs in general, but they have their distinctive group features, which 

should be treated differentially when it comes to the efficiency of business support. To be more ac-

knowledged on that, this research will present what challenges do student entrepreneurs face and 

how do they attempt to solve it with or without assistance of the support agencies. Furthermore, an 

overall look on the relationship of student entrepreneurs and support agency/ agencies will be pre-

sented as well.  

"
On one side, by studying and presenting student entrepreneurs' activities, it can lead to an informa-

tion exchange and inspiration on entrepreneurship policy. In a further way, it can even have an in-

fluence on the entrepreneurs outside campus. On the other side, this study is calling for an increas-

ing attention of the society to the student entrepreneurs. Additionally, it can lead to that student en-
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trepreneurs’ (as a differentiated group) voices can be heard and more efficient support can be deliv-

ered to them.  

"
1.3. Empirical focus on the research 

By doing pointed research on the student entrepreneurs and Drivhuset in Växjö Sweden, this re-

search investigates the usage of different business supports that are being delivered to student en-

trepreneurs. Student entrepreneurs are becoming a more and more acquainted concept to the society 

today. In this case, current student entrepreneurs are targeted to be recognized.  

"
Drivhuset is a national university-based organization which is aimed at helping student entrepre-

neurs with their careers in Sweden. It has already expanded to 14 offices in whole Sweden since 

1993. In Växjö, according to Drivhuset’s official web page, 1506 consulting cases has been taken 

care of by Drivhuset and 318 of them have eventually been turned into real businesses.  

"
However, some other active entrepreneurial support agencies in Växjö, for instance Almi, are not 

going to be discussed here. According to both Almi’s staff and student entrepreneurs, Almi is not 

intended to help student entrepreneur (as a group) and Almi do not have a close cooperation rela-

tionship with student entrepreneurs. Therefore, it is not necessary to have a further discussion about 

Almi in this part. 

"
1.4 Outline 

The paper is consisted by seven chapters as follows: 

"
Chapter 1- The section introduces the entrepreneurial activities in Sweden and briefly explains the 

overall description of the thesis with clarifying the problem discussion and the purpose of study. 

"
Chapter 2- The section illustrates the literature review which identifies the area of the research. 

"
Chapter 3- The section presents the methodology of the study in terms of the way in which the re-

search was conducted and the reason that the method was chosen. The method needs to be done as 

an interview to student entrepreneurs and relevant support agency in Växjö, Sweden. 
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"
Chapter 4- The section justifies the findings of the research. The results and findings will be impor-

tant for the next section to get analyzed. Therefore, the findings and results are fully introduced.  

"
Chapter 5- The section contains an analysis of the findings and results of the research.  

"
Chapter 6- The section sum up the thesis with keywords, the weaknesses of the research are intro-

duced and study for further research is implicated.      

"

2. Methodology "
In this part, the selection of the research method will be presented as well as the reasons for that. It 

is a significant part in the research since the following work will be unfolded based on this step.  
"

2.1 Research strategy"
To conduct a research in the business area it is necessary to know what are involved in the research 

progress. This involves situating business research in the context of the social science disciplines 

and economics which inform the study of business and its specific fields (Bryman & Bell, 2011). 

Based on this, the research design can be carried out and well-considered decisions will be made. 
"
2.1.1 Inductive"

In this case, the research question is quite open since there is no other research has done before 

about the way student entrepreneurs use the business support. Therefore, no hypothesis will be hold 

first and no theory can drive the progress of the data collection, which means deductive method is 

not applied here. 

"
As an alternative strategy, inductive method is highly matched for the situation. It is not able to de-

cide the suitable theory before the data collection and data analysis. Instead, later the theory will 

exist as the outcome of the research. In other words, findings will come out before the theory. After 

conducting the interview, the answer/data will be collected and analyzed. There will be a finding 

about the possible gap in the cooperation between these two parties. Based on the understanding of 
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the subject, it may become possible to match the result to certain theories. It is more about finding a 

direction rather than test a guess that hold by the researcher. In a further consideration, the data and 

theory may come back and forth and be revised when it is necessary, according to ground theory 

(see 3.4) (Bryman & Bell, 2011). It will be further discussed later.  

"
Therefore, the inductive approach will be the most suitable one according to the purpose of this 

study. To unexplore the answer of the research question, it is reasonable to conduct an inductive 

study which start with empirical study to the theory. It gives a better understanding of the problem 

first, and then the theory for reliable analysis can selected.  

"

2.1.2 Multi-case study"
Case study is applied here as the research method since the research is intended to study a present 

situation in an extensive and in-depth way. By doing a case study, the uniqueness and complexity of 

the case will be fully recognized and analyzed (Bryman & Bell, 2011). To conduct this study, it is 

not a requirement to control or change the ongoing event. However, interviews and observation 

(which will not be conducted in this research) will be in the focus (Yin, 2014).  

"
When designing a case study it is of importance to choose whether it should be a single-case design 

or a multiple-case design. Within these two types there can also be either a holistic approach or an 

embedded approach. A multi-case design can compared to a single case design have considerable 

advantages. Many times the results from several cases is seen as more persuasive than from only a 

single case which therefore makes the study more powerful. A study can also include analysis on 

many levels and thus give attention to subunits. When selecting several units like this it can be 

called an embedded case study design compared to a holistic design where one unit at a time is be-

ing analyzed (Yin, 2014).  

Here a “two-case” study has been chosen for the research: Student entrepreneurs group is accounted 

as one case and Drivhuset as another case. 

Figure 3.1.2 Embedded “two-case” study of the research 

"
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!  

Here it applies the figure in Yin (2014), p. 50 to show the detail in this research.  

"
In the case of student entrepreneurs, six student entrepreneurs from Linnaeus University (Växjö) are 

selected: two female entrepreneurs and four male entrepreneurs. The working contents of their  

business are various, so as their working progress ( some are in initial period, some already have 

mature companies ) . Half of them are selected through Drivhuset while half of them are selected 

randomly within the university. The researcher is trying to maximize the diversity of interviewees  

as much as possible to gain a broader view of different student entrepreneurs. The interviews will 

take place in the library.  

"
In the case of Drivhuset, two long-term employees of Drivhuset ( Växjö ) are going to interviews. 

The combination of their answers will be viewed as the voice of Drvhuset. The interview will take 

place in their office.  

"
The consideration of viewing student entrepreneurs as one group is aimed at avoiding to have an 

individual as one case which will lead to more bias and subjective. However, Drivhuset as an expe-

rienced organization it has has its own systematic agendas and its point of view are more a reflec-

tion of organization’ perspectives.  

"
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2.1.3 Qualitative "
Qualitative has been selected as the core method basically since words are more concerned com-

pared to numbers in this case and also the choice of case study which has been talked about above. 

The process of the qualitative research will follow the process below. 

"
"
figure 3.1.3 Progress of the qualitative research 
"

!  

Sources: Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 390 

"
To collect the relevant data, semi-structured interviews will be conducted. Choosing semi-structured 

interviews is very relevant to the openness of the research question. In the semi-structured inter-

view, there will be a list of questions and at the same time additional questions will be asked during 

the interview according to specific answers from the interviewees. In this way, the interview may 

not exactly follow the way that it was designed by the researcher. Among different interviewees, 

similar words will be used (Bryman & Bell, 2011). It can be considered that the interview will be 

structured but not totally structured, flexible but not random. Therefore, during the interview, the 

obligatory questions will be answered. Depending on the new findings from the interview, new di-
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rections or deeper facts can be discovered. Hence, interviewees in the case include several student 

entrepreneurs and representative staff from relevant support agency/agencies. 

"
In the qualitative research, each student entrepreneur will be deeply interviewed in order to get a 

closer look at different entrepreneurs’ real situation and their true thoughts towards questions. The 

interruption for their answers and process of thinking will be minimized since there are no second 

interviewees and no leading questions will be asked. With the respect to the variety design of inter-

viewees, different genders, business types and business stages are contained, which will contribute 

to the reliability of the data collection.  

"
During the process of the interview, questions will begin with student entrepreneurs’ motivation to 

begin her/his entrepreneurial activity, business idea and so on. This is in order to make them open 

their mouth, get used to being the center of the conversation gradually, and feel comfortable to talk 

more about details. Then the questions will come to their business difficulties, achievements, top 

needs, goals, details of the business support they’ve offered. At the same time, representative staff 

from closely relevant business support offers will also be interviewed. The questions will focus on 

their schedules around student entrepreneurs as well as their considerations about student entrepre-

neurs etc. Based on the answers, more detailed questions will be asked about some specific business 

supports. 

The detailed interview sequence will be:  

"
1) Interview with Drivhuset. Since it is the only formal student entrepreneurs-oriented support 

agency here in Växjö, they are supposed to be familiar with student entrepreneurs and other support 

agencies which could be in touch with their target group. The interview is aimed at having a general 

understanding of Drivhuset as well as recognizing student entrepreneurs from an external view.  

"
2) Interviews with student entrepreneurs in Linnaeus University. The interview will follow the 

interview map in Appendix, and spontaneous questions will be asked. Besides above, questions that 

emerged from the interview with Drivhuset will be asked as well. 

"
3) Interview with Drivhuset. With the findings from the student entrepreneurs, new focus will ap-

pear. So it is the time to take new questions back to Drivhuset to do the interview again.  

"
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4) Short, follow-up interviews with the student entrepreneurs. After all the main interviews, 

there will still be some small questions that need further explanation. Therefore, the interviewer 

must go back to the student entrepreneurs and ask the remaining questions, and finish the whole 

process of the interview.  

"
One should be aware that in the data collection, there will always be a selection of the sources of 

evidences (different types of interviews is the source of evidence here) and each selection will al-

ways has its strength and weakness. What research can do is minimizing the weakness as a possibil-

ity and taking good advantage of the strength.  

"
In summary, qualitative is the most suitable approach for this study compared to quantitative study. 

Because the research question calls for a clear look on the situation of student entrepreneurs as well 

as the reasons behind it. Deep interviews can fulfill the need of it.  

"
"

2.2 Data analysis "
Difficulties increase in the situation when not all the data collected from semi-structured interviews 

can be suited in the interview schedule. To smooth the data analysis process in this background, in-

ductive research strategy (mentioned in 3.1.1) will be significantly helpful since it will produce a 

logical outcome (Bryman & Bell, 2011). Grounded theory (mentioned in 3.1.1) has been chosen as 

the framework in the data analysis here. Firstly, it is a widely used method for qualitative data 

analysis. Secondly, its core features (iterative/recursive in the relationship between theory and data) 

suits the need of this research. The process of the grounded theory will be presented below: 

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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"
Figure 3.2 Process and outcomes in ground theory:  

 Processes                                                                                     outcomes 

!  

Source: Bryman & Bell, 2011, p. 576-584 

"

2.3 Validity and reliability "
Validity is about whether a question is measuring what it is intended to measure while reliability is 

more about the consistency of the measure. Validity can also be divided into different kinds of va-

lidity, e.g. internal and external validity. Internal validity emphasizes the concern about whether a 

drawn conclusion between two (or several) variables are enough trustworthy while external validity 

emphasizes the concern whether the conclusions of a study can be generalized and expanded into 

other research areas as well. Although reliability and validity are in some way connected to each 

other, they also have different meanings. However, it is of importance that both are kept in mind 

during a study (Bryman & Bell, 2011).  

"
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In order to achieve the internal validity, during the interview, all the questions will be further ex-

plained if the student entrepreneurs seem unsure about the meanings. The answers of student entre-

preneurs will be recorded and checked carefully before and after the empirical writing. By inter-

viewing two of Drivhuset’s employees can urge them to answer the questions in a more objective 

way rather than personal opinions.  

However, the purpose of this study is to observe one specific situation rather than come out with a 

solution. It is neither possible nor necessary to have the study generalized to other cases and situa-

tions.  

3. Literature review"

3.1 Definition  

The concepts of entrepreneur, entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial activity are slippery due to peo-

ple’s different understandings, cognitions and perspectives. To reach a basic agreement on these 

questions, some relevant literatures have been reviewed and the following definitions are are pre-

ferred (Blundel & Lockett, 2011, p. 6-7):  

"
Entrepreneurs are those persons (business owners) who seek to generate value through the creation 

or expansion of economic activity, by identifying and exploiting new products, processes, or mar-

kets. Entrepreneurship is the phenomenon associated with entrepreneurial activity. Entrepreneurial 

activity is enterprising human action in pursuit of the generation of value through the creation or 

expansion of economic activity, by defining and exploiting new products, processes, or markets.  

"
According to the above definitions, these three terms can obtain various meanings, forms and 

depths. It is not simply labeling a group of people or relevant activities or description. For instance, 

entrepreneurial activity has been viewed in a very open way in this definition and a wide range of 

people have been included in it. It also reveals that there are various approaches to act entrepre-

neurially (Blundel & Lockett, 2011).  

"
Presenting certain definitions should not be the constraint for the further study of the research ques-

tions. Instead, it provides the research with a broaden horizon and a more clear direction which is 

significantly crucial.  
"
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3.1.1. Entrepreneurs in general 

Characteristics of entrepreneurs are valuable to be recognized during the study of entrepreneurs. 

One method to study the characteristics of entrepreneurs is by building a relationship between per-

sonality and entrepreneurial performance. First, it is basic to know that every entrepreneur as an in-

dividual person has his/her own personality and people’s personalities can be various. Secondly, 

entrepreneurs’ behaviors are changing while business is developing which means they may not act 

in the same way in different stages. These factors contribute to the difficulties of defining the char-

acteristics of entrepreneurs. Still, there are some individual characteristics which have been summa-

rized as related criteria in the entrepreneurial career: 

1) Risk-taking propensity. 

2) Need for achievement.  

3) Locus of control 

4) Over-optimism. 

5) Desire for autonomy. 
"
These five criteria are not to ally separated from each other. On the contrary, they are connected to 

each other in the decision making (Carter & Jones-Evans, 2006). Furthermore, it is also useful to 

know what has been regarded as “good entrepreneurs”. According to NUTEK’s “growth policy”, 

good entrepreneurs are related to “capable people”, “dynamic innovation” and “strong 

regions” (NUTEK, 1991). Thus, the importance of entrepreneurs is apparent, as is the strong tie be-

tween entrepreneurs and society.  

"

3.2 Student entrepreneurs"
According to Politis, Winborg& Dahlstrand (2012) student entrepreneurs can be seen as a distinct 

group among all the entrepreneurs. This distinction is mainly referring to these student entrepre-

neurs’ different way on using resources. The university environment influences not only the amount 

of student entrepreneurs but also their resourse logic. 

"
The specific Swedish entrepreneurial environment has a visible reflection on the university students 

today, and in this case, entrepreneurship education has contributed markedly. As early as in 2000, 

there was a proposal toward stimulating young entrepreneurial activities. This proposal was aimed 
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at strengthening the entrepreneurial culture among students by conducting pilot projects in schools 

and edifying young people under an entrepreneurial study environment. Not only the amount of 

student entrepreneurs is concerned but also the quality has been paid attention. Therefore, these en-

trepreneurial education approaches are with distinctly student-centered and action-oriented charac-

teristics (Stevenson & Lundström, 2001). The high attention to this topic comes from a crisis 

awareness. 

"
Even though student entrepreneurs share characteristics that are in common with the rest of the en-

trepreneurs, one should also be aware of their distinction. To study student entrepreneurs, doing a 

comparison between student entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs outside the university context is a 

classic and distinct method. By following this instruction, some relevant findings from Politis, Win-

borg & Dahlstrand (2012) can contribute to it. 

"
1) Student entrepreneurs, compared to start-up entrepreneurs outside campus, have different ways of 

reasoning in relation to their acquisition and use of resources. That is because the environment 

very much shapes the behaviors of the individuals and makes their features getting more similar 

to each other. Due to the entrepreneurial education program they are taking in school and the 

same support agencies they are exposed to, these student entrepreneurs are tending to act condi-

tionally similar when it comes to the process of starting a firm and decision-makings. 

2) Student entrepreneurs are more intended to find an alternative solution to traditional capital-in-

tensive strategies in comparison to non-student entrepreneurs. Most start-up companies are SMEs 

and especially when it comes to student entrepreneurs. Student entrepreneurs are considered as 

more financial-insufficient and inexperienced. To get across these disadvantages, student entre-

preneurs are expected to be more flexible and creative. 

3) Student entrepreneurs are more active in immature markets with a significantly higher level of 

novelty. It takes longer time and more energy/capital to reach the same stage as in a more ma-

tured market when all things are equal.  

"
Another research of also confirmed that, in a university with entrepreneurship support, the milieu 

will stimulate student entrepreneurs there to use alternative solution instead of capital-intensive 

strategy. The entrepreneurship program will also contribute to the usage of alternative solution (” 

thinking out of the box”) and networking skills (Politis, Winborg & Dahlstrand, 2012). 
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"

3.3 Entrepreneurship policy "
According to Lundström & Stevenson (2002), business support and entrepreneurship support agen-

cies are redundant in each country they studied. It was reflected by the reality that the offered ser-

vice are not widely reached and used by the business population. Many countries have paid great 

attention to create an entrepreneurial environment in their societies. However, it is a challenge to 

meet the best need of the SMEs since there are different segments in the SME sectors: new start-

ups, growth business, specific target interventions. Therefore, a deep understanding of business 

process is crucial. 

"
It should be also noticed that ”business support” can be differentiated when it comes to different 

target groups. For instance, some policy is focused on serving new start-up companies while some 

apply themselves to existing companies. With the respect to the context of business support, there 

are different specialty enterprise centers that service identified groups, for instance women, youth 

etc. The purpose of founding these centers is to increase the start-up number within the target group 

and to fit the target group’s need in a more efficient way. This also indicates the uniqueness of these 

target groups and the difference caused by that, which should be well-aware during the study to-

ward them (Lundström & Stevenson, 2002).  
"
3.4 Challenges of small business entrepreneurs"
Small companies are facing both external and internal challenges at the same time. The external 

challenges are mainly coming from the rapidly changing environment which is difficult for the 

small firms to control due to small business’ weaknesses in their management and resources. The 

changing environment is also very much related to the industry structure, competition and market 

limitations. When small company’s entrepreneurs entry into one industry, it is significantly impor-

tant for the entrepreneurs to have a sufficient understanding of the industry’s economical structure 

where their roots are set in. On this point there is no difference between student entrepreneurs and 

entrepreneurs in general. To be aware of the competitive situation in the industry it is of help for the 

entrepreneur to find the weakness and strength on each side. With the rapid change of customer 

groups and technologies, a change of product differentiation is needed (Carter & Jones-Evans, 

2006). From an entrant’s (which here means the entrepreneur from the small start-up company) per-
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spective, the market limitations can become useful entry points if entrepreneurs can make advan-

tage of them.  

"
The internal challenges are related to the owner-manager and size-related characteristics, inadequa-

cy of existing assets for underpinning growth and difficulties associated with team building and 

team management. The small-sized characteristics in some way make the small company to think in 

a way that suit their identity and ability when they encounter a developmental opportunity. To de-

scribe more about the characteristics four relevant factors should be talked about: 

"
1) Organizational culture. In an owner-managed firm, the organization culture is closely relevant to 

the personality of the owner/manager, especially in the beginning of the business. 

2) Finance. Inadequate financial base can be a constraint for the development of business venture. 

The importance of finance cannot be emphasized enough.  

3) Attracting and retaining quality people. For a start-up company usually it is difficult to offer the 

labour an ideal salary or other welfare compared to a big company. It may leave the start-up com-

panies in a recessive situation when they face a human resource problem. 

4) Marketing problems. It is a great challenge for the small companies to find effective methods to 

do the marketing and distribution (Carter & Jones-Evans, 2006) 

"
3.5 Network theory"
Networking is very much relevant with a firm’s survival and growth. Especially for founders, the 

liabilities of newness and smallness made the networking capabilities particularly important. As the 

conception of entrepreneur, entrepreneurial networks can exist in many forms and have many faces. 

However, it is still possible and beneficial to recognize them in a systematic way. Networks usually 

include some of these parts of a role:  

1) Suppliers of raw materials, products and services.  

2) Regulatory agencies 

3) Distributors and retailers  

4) Customers and end-customers. 

The external entrepreneurial network is founded and broadened on the basis of a venture’s internal 

network. It starts with the entrepreneurs personal contacts and expands to other contacts and people 
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that may be needed for the venture. There is an illustration which shows a simplified network map 

of the internal and external relationship in an entrepreneurial activity (Blundel & Lockett, 2011): 
"
Figure 2.5 Entrepreneurial leaders, teams and networks  

!  

"
Source: (Blundel & Lockett, 2011, p. 92)  

"
This chart shows not only the relationship within an entrepreneurial team but also emphasizes the 

dominant role that entrepreneurial leader plays in the networks.  

"
When it comes to the contents of the networks, there are three sorts of ties according to Bengt Jo-

hannisson (2000): Information networks, exchange networks and networks of influence. These three 

ties are complementary to each other especially when it comes to the personal network of entrepre-

neurs since the building of personal network is not only based on calculation but also based on so-

cial interest. Therefore, in another word, personal network is a combination of both business and 

social relationships.  

"
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With reference to network structure the literature talks about the differences between vertical and 

horizontal networks and the relevant freedom of action which is significantly to the entrepreneurs 

and their ventures. This raises the major motive in start-ups: the need for independence (Johannis-

son, 2000). At the same time, according to Johannisson (2000) on page 373: “the need for bound-

ary-spanning networking was stated as a key attribute of innovative organization already by Burns 

and Stalkers (1961)”.  

"
According to Backes-Gellner and Moog (2013) most findings in research are suggesting that the 

skill levels and their balance could be of importance for entrepreneurs.  However, looking at results 

more in detail it shows they are still inconclusive, especially between countries and between sec-

tors. Backes-Gellner and Moog (2013) argue that an explaining factor for the inconclusive result 

may be that there is another variable besides for example human capital that explains the difference 

in the result. They argue that social capital is one of these explaining factors and thus are of big im-

portance for entrepreneurship. Social capital is by Nielsen (2003) reckoned as the size and types of 

personal networks a person is having. 

"
Personal networks are, just like the company they start, built by the entrepreneur. The en-

trepreneur’s personality and identity influences his or her personal network. The network will also 

influence the entrepreneur both as a business person and as a private person. Since the en-

trepreneur’s network is something that is built by her or him it also becomes an instrument for im-

plementing and realizing the enterprise (Johannisson, 2000). 

"
Carter & Jones-Evans (2006) mean that according to Birley, S (1991), during the initiating period of 

entrepreneurial activity, entrepreneurs very much rely on their informal network (for instance fami-

ly and friends). However, at a later stage, their network focus will be transferred significantly to 

formal network like professional bankers, accountants, lawyers, suppliers, government agencies, 

etc. in order to get more business information.  

4. Empirical study"
In this part, the findings from the interviews will be presented from three big perspectives: formal 

business support for student entrepreneurs, informal business support for student entrepreneurs and 
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student entrepreneurs. The formal business support part will be focused on the case of Drivhuset. 

The informal ones will be focused on the support from other channels. 

4.1 Drivhuset"
In this case, Drivhuset is the only support agency that student interviewees have been closely work-

ing with. Therefore, the research of formal business support will diverge out from this point. Dri-

vhuset is not an isolated support agency. On the contrary, it is very active on networking. By study-

ing the service of Drivhuset, other business support from different partners will come into the sight.  

"
4.1.1 Introduction of Drivhuset "

Drivhuset, as a university located organization, is committed to serve the student entrepreneurs. 

Nowadays, Drivhuset play a significant role in the construction of entrepreneurial universities and 

student entrepreneurs’ careers. They are active in the participation of entrepreneurial courses, host-

ing entrepreneur-oriented events and helping student entrepreneurs with their business ideas. Of 

course, the last one is the focus of their daily work.  

"
In the range of whole Sweden, there are 14 Drivhuset in total. The one that has been studied in this 

thesis is the one located in Linnaeus University, Växjö. There are three employees in their office: 

one full-time, one part-time and a newly-employed who will be working on a high-school student 

project during the summer.  

"
There is no specific definition of the role that Drivhuset is playing in student entrepreneurs’ career. 

However, during the interview, one employee stated that they viewed themselves as a ”talking part-

ner ” for the student entrepreneurs, and this summary was confirmed by another employee. On one 

hand it might be difficult to generalize ”who they are”, but on the other hand they are positively 

aware of the boundary of their work and know ”who they are not”. One student entrepreneur men-

tioned that he thought Drivhuset’s staff has been sitting in the office for too long time and they 

should go out more. By this he means that it might be good if Drivhuset’s staff can participate more 

in student entrepreneurs business processes, for instance joining student entrepreneurs’ first visit to 

their customers. When this question came to the table of Drivhuset, in the very beginning, it caused 

a misunderstanding. Drivhuset thought ”go out more” meant they should expand their personal 

network and find more efficient business support for the student entrepreneurs which they thought 
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was a good suggestion and also a direction they are working on at the moment. Later, when the in-

terviewer revealed the real connotation of the question, Drivhuset rejected the possibility affirma-

tively. In this case, they tried to define themselves in a proper way and pointed out that they are not 

playing a partner’s role in the students’ business. Furthermore, Drivhuset gave out the reasons why 

they cannot follow this suggestion: 

1) This suggestion does not apply to Drivhuset’s self-positioning. Drivhuset exists as a person that 

student entrepreneurs can talk to and ask for feedback. Entrepreneurs are the motor of their own 

business and they should learn how to communicate with others and manage their own net-

works. Drivhuset do not invest in entrepreneurs’ companies but they can exist as a talking part-

ner. 

2) Drivhuset had more than 300 cases to deal with last year, but they only have two staffs (stable). 

Therefore, the workload is already pretty high.   

During the interview, Drivhuset also emphasized that their staffs are not expertised at everything, 

therefore, when the consulting content is beyond their knowledge, they will arrange another meet-

ing for the student entrepreneurs to meet more professional ones in that area.  

"
4.1.2 Business box and the partners"

Business Box is one core service in Drivhuset’s package. It is difficult to say whether the consulting 

service or the Business Box is most important in Drivhuset. According to the staff in Drivhuset, 

both are crucial parts in their cooperation with student entrepreneurs.  

"
In the Business Box, 16 partners are divided in groups referring to their different functions (since 

Drivhuset have different partnerships in different cities, the following list is based on the situation 

of Drivhuset, Växjö) :  

"
"
"
"
"
"
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

FINANCIERS:

EUROPEAN UNION：The European Union is supporting Drivhuset’s activities and makes it pos-

sible for Drivhuset to arrange lectures and training for young entrepreneurs.

LINNAEUS UNIVERSITY：The Linnaeus University is one of Sweden’s newest  u n i v e r s i t i e s . 

Located in Småland this modern university reaches from Växjö to Kalmar.

REGIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SOUTHERN SMÅLAND (REGIONFÖRBUNDET SÖDRA SMÅ-

LAND) 

The region of southern Småland is the county of Kronoberg, one of the three counties in Småland.

SWEDISH AGENCY FOR ECONOMIC AND REGIONAL GROWTH (TILLVÄXTVERKET)  

The Swedish agency for economic and regional growth facilitates renewal in companies and re-

gions and wants to make it easier for companies to operate. Their work contributes to sustainable 

development. The Swedish agency for economic and regional growth is a national authority.

YOUTHS INNOVATION POWER SWEDISH AGENCY FOR ECONOMIC AND REGIONAL 

GROWTH (UNGAS INNOVATIONSKRAFT TILLVÄXTVERKET) 

The Swedish agency for economic and regional growth facilitates renewal in companies and re-

gions and wants to make it easier for companies to operate. Their work contributes to sustainable 

development. The Swedish agency for economic and regional growth is a national authority.

VÄXJÖ MUNICIPALITY 

Växjö municipality is supporting Drivhuset’s entrepreneurs and business men with regional net-

works.
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""
When it comes to the process of choosing partners, it is a two-way selection for both Drivhuset and 

the potential partners. Sometimes one organization came to Drivhuset and sometimes Drivhuset 

came to a potential partner. However, both sides need to agree on the establishment of a partnership. 

Drivhuset only refused one company that came seeking for a cooperation and that was because Dri-

PARTNERS:

DREAMS INTERACTIVE：Dreams Interactive is an agency with focus on digital media. Compa-

ny package: Consulting, one hour for free

FORTNOX：Fortnox provides Drivhuset’s entrepreneurs with web based accounting programs. 

Company package: Voucher for free use of accounting programs for a value of 2 100 SEK (Mac & 
PC)

HÖRS, RESTAURANT KRISTINA：Restaurant Kristina is one of Linnaeus University’s primary 

meeting places and provides Drivhuset’s hungry entrepreneurs with snacks/appetizers at trainings.

IKEA：With roots in Småland IKEA has become one of the world’s leading companies within 

home decoration. They are caring about the entrepreneurial students at Linnaeus University.

KPMG：KPMG is one of Sweden’s leading auditing firms. Company package: Consulting, two 

hours for free

LÄNSFÖRSÄKRING ALLIANCE (LÄNSFÖRSÄKRING KRONOBERG)：Länsförsäkring Alliance 

provides you with the insurances you need in your company. Company package: Company insur-
ance, 50 % discount

PWC 
PWC is one of Sweden’s leading companies within auditing and consulting. Company package: 
Consulting, two hours for free

SMELINK 
Smelink is building websites and is one of Sweden’s leading operators in the business. Company 
package: Consulting, one hour for free. When ordering a website, 50% discount.

SWEDBANK 
Swedbank is Swedens’s biggest bank in terms of number of customers with a leading position in 
the business. Company package: Company bank account, one year free (value 900 SEK) and an 
accounting program for free for three months.

VISMA 
Visma facilitates and automates the business process. Company package: Voucher for accounting 
programs, value of 1 590 SEK (Mac & PC).
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vhuset could not see this company’s willingness to benefit student entrepreneurs, but only see their 

desire to sell products to students. In the beginning of 2014, one partner KPMG decided to stop 

partnership with Drivhuset. According to Drivhuset, that is because KPMG just changed to a new 

manager and it is a new decision of them. Drivhuset also pointed out that few student entrepreneurs 

have been using the service of KPMG who could not see the positive potential from this coopera-

tion.  

"
Drivhuset said they never suggest student entrepreneurs to use any of these services offered by 

partners. Student entrepreneurs are supposed to choose the one they need in the business box and 

ask Drivhuset. Drivhuset will help them with the cooperation. Drivhuset thinks it is not always good 

to try to use as many of them as you can. Student entrepreneurs should choose the service that can 

really help.  

"
4.1.3 Events and networking  

Every year Drivhuset are active in many activities and it is an important way to expand and 

strengthen their network as well as promoting themselves.  

"
Here is a presentation of some representative activities that Drivhuset has been involved in this year 

so far: 

1) Tillbaka Till Framtiden (Back to the future) - open for women. As the name said, it is a female-

oriented event. It was hosted on the 18th of March 2014 by Almi, Drivhuset, Linnaeus University 

and Young Ladies in Business. It was an inspiring lecture delivered by Karin Adelsköld and Stefan 

Hyttfors.  

2) IKEA-related activities. IKEA has been cooperating quite often in the first half year of 2014 with 

Drivhuset. On the 15th of April there was a workshop with the title ”IKEA is back with a new case 

for you to solve”. This workshop was aimed at promoting IKEA and giving out information about 

business development.  

"
It is also interesting to mention the booming start of interviewee S’s business here because it is an 

inspiring example of taking good advantage of networking. When Prince Daniel was going to visit 

Linnaeus University, S contacted Drivhuset and asked them if he could give his product to Prince 

Daniel as a gift in front of all the people. Drivhuset arranged that and S wore his product for the 
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Prince. Of course it was a very eye-catching behavior and later he was interviewed and reported in 

newspaper, TV etc. His business suddenly soared.  

4.2 Student entrepreneurs  "

It is imperative to have a deeper understanding of student entrepreneurs’ situation in order to study 

how they use the business support and the reasons behind that. To study the student entrepreneurs, 

these perspectives will be taken: their education background, motivation in entrepreneurial career, 

importance of independence, selection of support agencies, application of Business Box and how 

they view the group of student entrepreneurs.  

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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Figure 4.2 General information of six student entrepreneur interviewees:  

"""
The following empirical material comes from the narrative of these student interviewees.  

   

4.2.1 Education background"

Among the six student interviewees, only A has not taken any entrepreneurial courses during the 

study in Linnaeus University. When A talked about the education background of student entrepre-

neurs, he feels himself a person not of the same clan since he is the only one that doesn't have any 

entrepreneurial education background (among the student entrepreneurs he knows in the campus). 

He considers the entrepreneurial education background as an advantage because ”they have their 

S A Sa L R M

Gender Male Male Female Female Male Male

Nature of 
business

E-commerce 
Accessory

Confidential 
business plan 

at the 
moment 

E-commerce 
Handmade 
accessory

Voluntary 
activities

Confidential 
business plan 

at the 
moment

Social 
entrepreneuri

al activity

Education  
Background 

Entrepreneur
ial-related 

Non-
entrepreneuri

al-related 

Entrepreneuri
al-related

Entrepreneu-
rial-related

Entrepreneuri
al-related

Entrepreneuri
al-related

Business  
status 

Limited 
company 

registered. 
Profitable. 

Company is 
going to 

expand to 
other 

countries at 
the moment.

No company 
registered 

yet. 
Initiated.

Firm 
registered. 

Not 
profitable. 

No company 
registered but 
being active 
as a social 

entrepreneur 
in different 

public 
activities. 

No company 
registered 

yet.

Running a 
charity 

organization.  
In stable 
progress.

Future 
entrepreneuri

al plan 

Trying new 
business 

plan.

Fulfill his 
current 

business 
plan.

Trying new 
business 

plan.

Very 
probably 

starting own 
company, but 

not sure 
about the 
working 

content of the 
company at 
the moment.

Starting 
current 

business plan 
soon.

Finish 
current 

business 
project.  
Not sure 

about further 
plan. 
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circle” and he thought other entrepreneurs joined FPL because of the similar education courses (en-

trepreneurial)  they took.  

"
At the same time, not all the other five student interviewees are business majored. L took the entre-

preneurship course but at the same time she is more pedagogy majored, which also has been con-

tributing to her entrepreneurial experience. She considers the combination of her real major and en-

trepreneurship is very thought-provoking and advantageous for her. Among the entrepreneurial edu-

cation-background interviewees, there is also a difference when it comes to their motivation. In-

terviewee Sa had never been thinking about being an entrepreneur before until she took the en-

trepreneurial courses in the university. She still remembers one final examination of an en-

trepreneurial course. Students presented their business ideas and staff from Drivhuset sat among the 

students. She felt they (all the students) were encouraged to be entrepreneurs. However, for S, the 

figures of entrepreneurs have always been the model in his eyes and that was why he chose this 

course. Both Sa and S felt themselves benefit in varying degrees. 

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
4.2.2 Motivation and independence"

Student entrepreneur interviewees are driven by different motivations in their entrepreneurial ca-

reers.  
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Motivation and independence reflection of student interviewees

S

is motivated by the positive image of entrepreneurs and the en-
trepreneurial environment around him. That is the reason why he took 
the relevant education in the university, became an entrepreneur and 
works hard on networking. 

Sa is motivated by her own interest since the process of producing is her 
hobby. She intends to have a production company in the future since 
filming has been her biggest interest since high school. Recently, she 
found a temporary job about filming short video for a company, and she 
met this company through an event hosted by Drivhuset. For Sa, doing 
her interest will always be more important than being an entrepreneur. 
She started with her hobby and at the same time, she became an en-
trepreneur. Some parts of being an entrepreneur is not so interesting for 
her, for instance, she didn't finish the business canvas that was required 
by Drivhuset because that was ”too boring”.  

A

is also motivated by his own interest. He found there is a room for im-
provement of one existing product, and he came up with a solution for 
that. This solution now has become an initiation of his business idea.  

L

is driven by her interest and nature. She is interested in culture, art, mu-
sic etc., and her exuberant energy is perfect for working with various in-
terests. When some other student entrepreneurs questioned themselves 
where their customers & business are, it seems that ”the business” comes 
to L automatically. L opposed that and said that was because ”maybe I 
chase more than others”.  

M

wants to do something that can benefit others and himself. The charity 
organization that he is running can absolutely contribute to the world. He 
also mentioned that later, he can put this experience in his CV which will 
be good for himself.  

R

said that he was not born an entrepreneur. Actually the school made him 
entrepreneur and interested in it now. In the beginning of his en-
trepreneurial adventure, he considered it more as a mental exercise than a 
real business until later he saw there was a potential in this idea and then 
he began to develop it.  
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Four out of six student interviewees mentioned the importance of independence.  

"
4.2.3 Selection of support agencies"

Five out of six student entrepreneurs have chosen Drivhuset as their closest support agency for the 

following reasons:  

1) Drivhuset is a student-oriented organization.  

2) Drivhuset is campus-located and it is geographically close to student.  

3) Staffs in Drivhuset are communicable, supportive and encouraging.  

4) The service is helpful.  

"
There is a further explanation for number four, the service is helpful. The service here means the 

combination of Drivhuset’s consulting service and the Business Box. The five student entrepreneurs 

are all very satisfied with the consulting service because Drivhuset gave them instructive advices. 

Instead of telling student entrepreneurs directly what they missed, Drivhuset will first ask them 

questions and poke their business ideas from different angles to make the problem exposed. R said 

he thought he could manage everything himself until he came to Drivhuset and realized that there 

were lots of problems just he did not know before.  

"
Three out of six student entrepreneurs admitted that actually they don't know about other support 

agencies and they don't have any cooperation experience with them either. Hence, the reasons above 

are not a result of comparisons with other support agencies. When these three student entrepreneurs 

were asked about their willingness to work with any other support agencies (like Almi) in the future 

after the university, they had the exactly same responses: they don't know, and so far they cannot 

see there is a need to do that. The only one that doesn't work with Drivhuset thinks she wants to go 

out of campus and expand her personal network there (which has been explained in 4.2.2 already). 

"
4.2.4 Usage of the Business Box"

Among the six student interviewees, only five has been in contact with Drivhuset and all of them 

are using some services in the business box.  

"
The interviewees’ usage of services in Business Box is presented below: 

"
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"
1, DREAMS INTERACTIVE 

2, FORTNOX 

3, HÖRS, RESTAURANG KRISTINA 

4, IKEA 

5, KPMG 

6, LÄNSFÖRSÄKRING KRONOBERG 

7, PWC 

8, SMELINK 

9, SWEDBANK 

10, VISMA 

11, EUROPEISKA UNIONEN 

12, LINNAEUS UNIVERSITY 

13, REGIONFÖRBUNDET SÖDRA SMÅLAND 

14, TILLVÄXTVERKET 

15, UNGAS INNOVATIONSKRAFT TILLVÄXTVERKET 

16, VÄXJÖ KOMMUN 

"
No interviewees mentioned the name ”Business Box”, but four of them mentioned some specific 

services in the business box. The most mentioned one is having a company account for free for one 

year. The second most mentioned one is the accounting support. Even the most active student en-

trepreneur interviewee hasn't used all the services in the business box. Instead, only three services 

are used by him. At the same time, the least active one has been using one service in the business 

box. All the interviewees that has been working with Drivhuset are using at least one service in the 

Business Box. According to both student interviewees and Drivhuset, accounting is the most men-

tioned problem during the start-up period. 

Usage of Business Box 

S 1, 2, 9

R 12, 13, 16

M 9, 12

A 10

Sa 9, 10
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4.2.5 A self-view on student entrepreneurs and entrepreneurs outside campus 

Half of the student interviewees perceive there is no big difference between student entrepreneurs 

and other entrepreneurs while half thinks there are big differences. The ones who think there are no 

big differences believe that entrepreneurs are all essentially the same and both face various chal-

lenges.  They also believe that the differences are among individuals, not only between student en-

trepreneurs and entrepreneurs outside campus. Rest of the student interviewees feel there are differ-

ences. For instance student entrepreneurs have less pressure on financial problems (for instance 

supporting family) and career, since the first entrepreneurial plans are just ”give it a try” and they 

are not supposed to be sticked to it for the rest of their life. 

"
4.2.6 Företagare på LNU (Entrepreneurs at LNU)"

At the beginning of 2014, an event hosted by Drivhuset took place in the university. It was sup-

posed to be an edifying lecture and information exchange platform for students who are interested 

in entrepreneurship. People from Växjö Kommun and different companies were attending and were 

ready to share their entrepreneurial experience with students. However, only three students came to 

the event. According to one of the three students (A), ”that was a shame ”. After the event, the three 

disappointed student entrepreneurs had been discussed for a long time about why the event turned 

out to be such an embarrassing failure. They thought in an entrepreneurial university there should 

be lots of students that are attentive in this topic. At the same time, they were wondering why there 

was not a student organization that could contribute to this kind of information exchange. However, 

not long after that, A was informed that someone in campus had founded an entrepreneur group on 

Facebook named ”Företagare på LNU (FPL) ”. ”That (the group) is exactly what I was thinking 

about!”, A said.  

"
The founder of FPL is also a student entrepreneur in campus (S). S plays one of the most active and 

influential roles in the entrepreneur circle according to other interviewees and Drivhuset. It was not 

a surprise to others that he founded FPL. Företagare is a closed group. Its self- description is:  

"
”A group for entrepreneurs and people interested in business at Linnaeus University” 

"
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However, the idea of having such a group is based on S’s private need: to keep up his en-

trepreneurial motivation. After successfully started his own business, S noticed a redundancy in his 

motivation as an entrepreneur. He went to some events that was hosted by Drivhuset and met some 

other entrepreneurs. After conversing with other entrepreneurs, he found himself full of motivation 

again. Then S founded the FPL. Besides meeting S’s own need, in the detailed description of the 

group S also spoke of the importance of information exchange and cooperation. His original setting 

for FPL’s function is a discussion platform for the following questions: 

1) What are your company/business idea’s biggest challenges?  

2) Are you looking for some resources?  

3) Do you need some feedback on your ideas?  

4) Something you are not sure about? Marketing, pricing, accounting, etc?  

"
FPL has now become an active enterprising platform in the company of more than 100 group mem-

bers. This number is still increasing. The most common types of posts on FPL are:  

1) Introduce own business ideas and ask for feedback.  

2)  Helpful entrepreneurial information that might benefit group members. 

3) Ask for help within the entrepreneurial area.  

Not all posts are answered, but most of them receive responses. Not all the responses are substantial 

help. Sometimes S, as one of the core leaders in this group, would go out to encourage members to 

give some responses, and it seems to work. Since S is going to graduate soon, he tries to plan the 

future for FPL so it can run in a systematic way after he is leaving. He intends to register this group 

in a more official form, to become a more formal organization. Currently, EHVS already got in-

volved in the management of FPL. Another interviewee A said he felt quite alone during the first 

year here in Linnaeus University both on adjusting himself to the new study mode and en-

trepreneurial activity since he used to be guided in high school. Then he feels himself encouraged to 

do something after he joined this group. He doesn't think the function of FPL can be replaced by 

Drivhuset’s since Drivhuset give him a more formal feeling when he does the consulting and has 

some meetings. He needs some ”company” besides that (formal business support). A also said it is a 

good thing that student entrepreneurs can have their own corner and have this kind of informal con-

versations. It should be noticed that all the student interviewees are members of FPL. One in-

terviewee hadn't heard of this group before the interview, but later he joined the FPL.   

"
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4.2.7 Personal network 

Family and friends are relatively the most common personal network elements according to all the 

student entrepreneur interviewees. Four out of six student entrepreneur interviewees have revealed 

that personal network plays a role in their business progress. 

"
L is the one of those who rely most on the personal network among all the student interviewees. She 

hasn't registered a real company yet. However, she is very active in various voluntary activities that 

are relevant to marketing, culture, music, documentary etc., as an individual entrepreneur. For ex-

ample, last fall L and several friends ran a DJ project to teach young girls how to DJ. This project 

gained the support of Musikhuset (a project run by Växjö municipality) so that these entrepreneurs 

were able to employ two professional DJs to do the training. L sold the project to the municipality 

as a whole package and viewed it as a social entrepreneurial activity. At the same time, she has been 

thinking a lot about starting her own company and since she is unsure about what kind of company 

it should be, she hasn't initiated it yet. When it comes to the reason why L can get involved in so 

many activities as an individual entrepreneur, her answer was ”I have a lot of contacts and work 

hard on networking” . L said that she was very active in her social life and it is her nature. She gets 

to know people very fast. When she just came to Växjö, she tried to give them an impression. One 

interesting thing happened during her DJ project. She received lots of calls asking if she would like 

to DJ for some performances since they (the ones called her) heard from someone that L is doing DJ 

things. Actually, she doesn't know how to DJ. Her position is only the DJ project leader. She feels 

her personal network is going as a big circle and sometimes brings new and interesting contacts 

back to her because ” if I know somebody and they know somebody then it just …”. It is also a cir-

cle that she meets a lot of people, become active in voluntary jobs and as a result get more new con-

tacts through the voluntary jobs. L is also the only one among the student interviewees who are not 

working with Drivhuset. Although, she is positive about Drivhuset and organizations like Young 

ladies in Business and what they have been doing. However, for her the most important thing is go-

ing out of campus and network there instead of networking here in campus. L also thinks that the 

best pay of these voluntary jobs is the personal network she can expand there. 

"
S is another example of a strong-network builder. Besides founding and running the group Företa-

gare på LNU, he is also enthusiastic in other formal and informal ways that can make him connect-

ed to more student entrepreneurs. He works hard on story-telling of his own business and uses it 
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widely in his social life. People usually get a strong impression of his narrative and run it from 

mouth to mouth. He admits that he benefits a lot from this kind of word-of-mouth spread and 

it is also the reason he would like to take this interview.  

"
Besides marketing hard on his project, M is also taking advantage of celebrity effect. When the 

Swedish comedian Johan Rheborg came to Linnaeus University, the comedian were asked to pour a 

bucket of water upon M’s head in front of the public. Johan Rheborg did it. It was absolutely good 

advertisement without paying too much.  

"
A noticed the significance of network and personal network. However, it is difficult for him to form 

a stronger personal network due to his personality. He thinks himself as not social enough to get 

people around him.  

5. Analysis "
In this part, the findings from the empirical study will be interpreted, analyzed and related to rele-

vant theories. 

5.1 Formal and informal business support "

5.1.1 Classification of the business support "

The business support that are within reach for student entrepreneurs can be classified into two big 

categories: formal and informal business support. The aim to classify business support here is to 

present different business support in a more logical way and it is also highly relevant with the un-

folding of  the later analysis. 

"
The formal business support here means the business support that is delivered by a support 

agency，through the name of an organization and not a person. In this case the formal business 

support is mainly from Drivhuset, for instance the face-to-face consulting service, business box, etc. 

This business support is stated officially by the support agency and is open for the whole target 

group. To reach this support is basically depending on the acknowledgement of relevant informa-

tion.  

"
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The opposite to formal business support is the informal business support. The informal business 

support mainly relates to the usage of personal networking. The Facebook group Företagare På Lnu 

is a representative example of great informal business support. It is created by a student en-

trepreneur to fulfill the gap between student entrepreneurs’ needs and the existing formal business 

support (the gap will be discussed separately later in the 5.2.3). There are also some other forms of 

personal networking that can be related to student entrepreneurs, but in a more individual way.  

"
However, sometimes there isn't a absolute line between formal and informal business support. For 

instance, staff in Drivhuset introduced his cousin to entrepreneur R because he thought it might be 

helpful to R. In this case, to help R with his business initiation is his working content, but using per-

sonal network can be assumed to be informal business support. It is difficult to have clear conclu-

sion on the type of this business support.  

"
5.1.2 Drivhuset as the Consultant"

Lundström & Stevenson (2002) mean that business support can be differentiated when it comes to 

different target groups. Drivhuset is an example of this being focused on student entrepreneurs. Dri-

vhuset, as the only close support agency that is cooperating with student entrepreneurs, plays a cru-

cial role in student entrepreneurs’ first business venture. Before the interview, Drivhuset never offi-

cially define themselves clearly. However, still it is obvious that they are positively sure about what 

they can do and what is beyond the content of their work. Drivhuset informally defined themselves 

as ”listening partners”, which also indicates one important working principal that was mentioned 

both by themselves and student interviewees. It is that Drivhuset never judge student entrepreneurs’ 

business ideas. Instead, they always try as hard as they can to help entrepreneurs fulfill the fantasy. 

However, Drivhuset is not always a cheerleader for student entrepreneurs. It also leads the student 

entrepreneurs to find out what they are missing and where they are vulnerable at the same time. 

"
Drivhuset has a good sense of propriety when it comes to the involvement of student entrepreneurs’ 

business. Student entrepreneurs are comparatively less experienced which means they need more 

guidance for their first business try. Meanwhile, like entrepreneurs in general, student entrepreneurs 

also pay great attention to their independency which reflects their desire to have the absolute au-

thority in their own business. Drivhuset, on one side, is a social organization that has little distance 

when it comes to the communication with students, encouraging and inspiring. On the other side, it 
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refuses to get too involved in entrepreneurs’ business and consider student entrepreneurs as the mo-

tor of their own business. They are fully aware of their weakness in unknown areas. To fulfill the 

gap, they use their network as a solution matching student entrepreneurs with the right business 

support. According to Stevenson & Lundström (2001) there has been an increasing focus on creat-

ing an entrepreneurial education environment in Sweden since early 2000. Drivhuset is a support 

agency aiming at being student- and action-oriented which also are characteristics Stevenson & 

Lundström (2001) highlight as important in order to improve the quality of entrepreneurial educa-

tion. For student entrepreneurs, Drivhuset is the best partner to turn to for help when they need 

some formal business support and also a good partner helping create a more entrepreneurial educa-

tion environment. 

"
5.1.3 The Business Box"

When it comes to the student entrepreneurs’ choices of the business support that is offered by Dri-

vhuset, it is very noticeable to see that even the most successful and active student entrepreneurs 

only chose three services out of sixteen. However, according to Drivhuset, if a student entrepreneur 

use the whole Business Box package, he/she can save about eight thousand Swedish kronor for his/

her start-up. Does it mean that student entrepreneurs are not fully using the business support? The 

answer is no. As Drivhuset said, student entrepreneurs should choose the service that can really con-

tribute to their business. The good outcome of several student entrepreneurs’ businesses also indi-

cates the efficiency of their selection and usage. According to Lundström & Stevenson (2002) there 

is a big challenge to meet the best need of SMEs. The creation of Drivhuset’s business box is a way 

trying to meet needs from a wide range of student entrepreneurs since the partners in the business 

box are in different business sectors and therefore can supply with different experiences. However, 

it doesn't confirm the efficiency of the whole Business Box. At least, the exit of KPMG shows that 

not every partner can benefit from the cooperation with Drivhuset as well as showing there is an 

inefficiency in the offering of business support.  When Drivhuset comes to the selection of its part-

ners for the Business box, it expects a win-win relationship. However, it is inaccurate to view that 

every partner in the Business box is having such a positive relationship with Drivhuset. 

"
5.1.4 Networking as the solution"

Compared to entrepreneurs in general, student entrepreneurs are more likely to come up with alter-

native solutions when they face financial problem. This is a common problem which is discussed by 
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Politis, Winborg & Dahlstrand (2012) and Carter & Jones-Evans (2006). The latter emphasizes four 

factors as internal challenges for SMEs, one of these factors being lack of finance. That is also why, 

during the interview when it came to the difficulties in their entrepreneurial venture, only one in-

terviewee mentioned a little about financial problem. None of these student interviewees are inter-

ested in traditional capital-intensive mode business at the moment. Instead, some of them are cre-

ative at starting and developing their business into a better situation as starters without following a 

capital-intensive way.  

"
The most efficient alternative of capital and other resources among these student entrepreneurs is 

networking. Another of Carter & Jones Evans (2006) four factors describing internal challenges for 

SMEs is marketing.  Both S and M made their own business famous by contacting celebrity without 

expansive commercial expenses. L got involved in voluntary activities because of her active net-

working and A got help from Drivhuset’s staff’s relative. S and R could be provided a helpful as-

sistant when it comes to their unknown area: accounting. The student entrepreneurs’ activities also 

reflect that during the early stage of entrepreneurial activity, entrepreneurs usually rely heavily on 

their informal network. However, in this case, student entrepreneurs are in a close relationship with 

Drivhuset and with the guidance of this support agency, these student entrepreneurs are suggested to 

build a cooperating relationship with bank, accountants, business consultants, etc. as their formal 

network during an early stage. Here it suggest that without assistance of a support agency like Dri-

vhuset, entrepreneurs’ focus in their network may show a visible change from early stage to later 

stage, from informal network to formal network. However, with the involvement of a support 

agency like Drivhuset, the focus of network may be balanced somehow when it falls into the formal 

and informal parts. This can be a crucial part for the student entrepreneur. Birley (1991) in Carter & 

Jones-Evans (2006) means that entrepreneurs in the beginning very much rely on their informal 

network while the network on a later stage will transfer to more formal networks such as different 

business professionals. 

"
Entrepreneurial education also has its significant influence on the building of network for student 

entrepreneurs. Interviewee A mentioned that his non-entrepreneurial education background made 

him feel disadvantaged among other student entrepreneurs, because among all the student entrepre-

neurs that he knows in the campus, they all have entrepreneurial-educational background, except 

himself. A thought that other student entrepreneurs are advantaged since they already began with 
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network building during the study and they have a powerful entrepreneurs’ circle. According to 

Politis, Winborg & Dahlstrand (2012) these entrepreneurship programs really do contribute to stu-

dents’ networking skills and stimulate them to use other alternative resources to replace costly start-

up practices. 

"
5.2 Cooperation between Drivhuset and Student entrepreneurs""
5.2.1 The student entrepreneurs’ selection of business support agency"

As it is said in the empirical part, five out of six student interviewees have built a satisfying rela-

tionship with Drivhuset and Drivhuset has become the closest entrepreneurial support agency to 

them. From the support agency’s perspective, it reflects the success of Drivhuset. Being a student-

oriented support agency, it has a great impact on their target group. From the perspective of student 

entrepreneurs, however, it reflects the lack of information as well as accurate self-positioning when 

it comes to their selection of support agency. Since only one of these five student entrepreneurs 

have a general knowledge about some other non-student-oriented entrepreneurial support agencies, 

it also implies a lack of acknowledgement about other support agencies. It is also a reason that 

makes student entrepreneurs choose Drivhuset. This implication has been confirmed by some stu-

dent interviewees. In addition, they said that they are not interested in knowing or cooperating with 

other support agency at the moment either since they cannot see there is a need. It could be under-

stood that Drivhuset has not only been used as a support agency that only provide one specific ser-

vice. Instead, it is a platform that can bridge student entrepreneurs to relevant network or services, 

which has abundantly met early stage student entrepreneurs’ need.  

"
The level of these student entrepreneurs’ needs should also be mentioned here. During the inter-

view, it is clear to see that some student entrepreneurs are well aware of the details of business plan 

and their goals, and they are using Drivhuset’s capacity according to their needs. Nevertheless, 

some student entrepreneurs are not interested in formulating their business plan so much. They have 

no idea of where they are heading and all this work is just a try. They are not result-oriented, but 

experience-oriented.  

"
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5.2.2 Different attitudes and the ways of using business support"
The situation of these student entrepreneurs and their attitudes towards their business are different, 

even extreme. Student interviewees can be roughly divided into three groups in relation to their atti-

tudes and situation towards their entrepreneurial activity. Among each group, student entrepreneurs 

are considered similar to each other when it comes to the following the descriptions: 

"
Figure 5.4 Three groups of student entrepreneurs according to their attitudes in entrepreneurial activities.  

 "

"""
The purpose of dividing the student interviewees into three groups like this is to analyze their 

different reaction to the business support. Group 1, compared to the Group 2 and Group 3, is 

more active and emphasizing on networking. This reflects that they are more active on the 

Facebook group Företagare På Lnu, they benefit more from their networking and they would 

like to put more energy on networking as well. They also know quite well about what Dri-

vhuset is doing, what they need from Drivhuset and they can think analytically about their 

relationship with Drivhuset, or even other support agencies. They are trying to take advan-

tage from both formal and informal business support according to their own needs and being 

creative and flexible on solving the problems. If the problem is beyond the work content of 

formal business support, they will find an alternative solution from the informal business. If 

Description number of people

Group 1

Analytical,"
Result-oriented,"

having a clear plan in their activities,"
Sensitive about the environment 

around,"
Problems come with solutions"

Sharing spirit or ethical business 
consideration

4

Group 2

Focused on the inner world,"
Process-oriented more than result- 

oriented,"
Spontaneous, refused to be tied by 

construction

1

Group 3 between group 1 and 2 1
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there is no informal business support that could be used either, they are intended to create one 

that can be used rather than asking it from others. 

"
Group 1 and Group 3, both can be considered as highly-motivated student entrepreneurs. At 

the same time, the entrepreneur in Group 2 was personally not so interested in being an en-

trepreneur, this student is more likely to follow the trend in the entrepreneurial environment 

since there is a possibility to combine the hobby with the knowledge. Besides that, it is good 

that entrepreneurs in Group 1 are sensitive about the outside environment. According to Sara 

Carter & Dylan Jones-Evans (2006) it is significantly important for SMEs to have a sufficient 

understanding of the industry environment where their roots are set in and face the  chal-

lenges. The sensitive SMEs can notice the changes of the environment and react to it properly 

in time. From a comprehensive point of view, the three groups of student entrepreneurs are 

also more or less sharing some characters in common, for instance desire for autonomy, risk-

taking propensity, over-optimism, etc. These are also the individual characteristics that share 

with entrepreneurs in general according to Carter & Jones-Evans (2006). 

"
5.2.3 The gap in the cooperation with student entrepreneurs "

Drivhuset’s work is highly evaluated by the student entrepreneurs as well as their relationship with 

student entrepreneurs. However, it is still a question whether there is gap between student entrepre-

neurs and Drivhuset when it comes to their cooperation. The most obvious evidence of this possible 

gap is the existence of FPL. FPL is founded for a close and efficient communication between stu-

dent entrepreneurs. In this group, student entrepreneurs can ask for help from each other and get 

motivated by each other. FPL can be seen as an important communication platform. Johannisson 

(2000) is mentioning three sorts of ties when it comes to the contents of networks: information net-

works, exchange networks and networks of influence. All these three parts can be seen in a group 

like FPL which is informative being a communication channel, there is an exchange of ideas among 

members and where different members can motivate each other while at least the latter one can be 

difficult for a support agency like Drivhuset to fill. 

"
However, it doesn't mean that the possible gap is of negativity. In fact, both Drivhuset and student 

entrepreneurs need this gap between them. Neither are looking for a closed relationship. Student 

entrepreneurs need independence and freedom. They will come to Drivhuset and take advantage of 
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what Drivhuset is good at. Otherwise, they need a corner like FPL where they are relaxed and free 

to come up with any interesting topic. Regarding Drivhuset, since they already have a heavy work-

load, it is not practical for them either to be ambitious beyond their current work content. That is 

why both sides are very satisfied with their cooperation. At the same time, Drivhuset appreciate the 

FPL as well as the student entrepreneurs.  

6 Conclusion"
The study was set out to explore the way that student entrepreneurs react to the business support 

that could possibly be used by them. During the study, both student entrepreneurs in Linnaeus Uni-

versity (Växjö) and the support agency Drivhuset (Växjö-located) has been studied as two cases. In 

a further way, the cooperation and relationship between them have been studied as well in order to 

have a better understanding of the reasons behind student entrepreneurs’ choices. The research is 

supposed to be inspiring for both entrepreneurs and business support providers by answering the 

following question:  

How do student entrepreneurs use business support? 

"
Among the research about student entrepreneurs, the focus are mainly about: 1) The increasing im-

pact of student entrepreneurs’ group; 2) How do the entrepreneurship education programs shape the 

students; 3) The features of student entrepreneurs as well as their companies. 

"
In the relevant research of SMEs, the importance of networking is widely discussed and empha-

sized. Both cases of Drivhuset (Växjö) and student entrepreneurs (Linnaeus university, Växjö) 

prove that students are encouraged by the education system to get involved in various en-

trepreneurial activities as well as  thinking in a way that are different from traditional entrepreneurs. 

In this study, the alternative way was found out to be networking. 

"
In this case, it has been found out that most student entrepreneurs are willing to build a close rela-

tionship with the student-oriented, campus-located support agency Drivhuset, in order to access to 

the most efficient and professional business support package. They are taking good advantage of 

Drivhuset by using consulting services, mixing own Business Box, expanding network on the plat-

form and using Drivhuset as a marketing tool. Drivhuset is the main resource of the student entre-

preneurs’ formal business support, and the work of Drivhuset has been highly evaluated by the stu-
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dent entrepreneurs. However, there is at least one evidence that indicates a gap between student en-

trepreneurs and Drivhuset, and that is the existence of Företagare På Lnu (FPL) . Obviously, this 

getting-popular group is doing something that student entrepreneurs cannot get from Drivhuset and 

it indicates a gap between them. After all, the imperfection of the relationship doesn't have a nega-

tive impact on the cooperation between student entrepreneurs and the support agencies. On the con-

trary, it smooths the cooperation by leaving student entrepreneurs independence and autonomy 

which is significantly important for any entrepreneur. The existence of gap also stimulates the cre-

ativeness of the student entrepreneurs. Student entrepreneurs came up with an alternative solution 

of networking to fulfill the gap and enriched their informal business support. Besides that, student 

entrepreneurs were all currently taking personal network as their most ideal resource of informal 

business support. Formal and informal business support are not existing separately in the life of stu-

dent entrepreneurs. On the contrary, there is subtle connection and interaction between them, stu-

dent entrepreneurs’ ability of connecting and integrating the formal and informal business support. 

  

The outcomes of the usage of business support are various in this case. The results are closely relat-

ed to the mindsets, attitudes and motivations of the individuals. In this case, most student entrepre-

neurs are explored to the same formal business support resource from one support agency and they 

are having different levels of activeness in the interaction with it. Student entrepreneurs’ ability of 

connecting and integrating this formal and informal business support are very much relevant to their 

activeness. Among the student entrepreneurs that has been working with Drivhuset, in the coopera-

tion, the most active users of their services (combination of consulting, Business Box, networking 

etc.) are also the ones that have a more mature business situation. Among all the interviewed stu-

dent entrepreneurs, the ones that enjoys more powerful personal networking comparatively have 

better performances in their business.  

7. Recommendation for future research"
The question of how efficient business support should be created emerged during the research. 

Since the study is more a perspective of the student entrepreneurs, it is also interesting to see how 

efficient support can be designed by the support agencies, individuals and governments.  

"
This research is not generalized. Instead, it is a qualitative study that has been based on the Lin-

naeus University. By doing a quantitative study that is based on more universities in the future can 
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enrich the knowledge of the student entrepreneurs. Student entrepreneurs can be selected based on 

similar business stages/progress and do a comparison between them about how do they use business 

support. It will reflect the differences between student entrepreneurs within the same stage as well 

as between stages. It is also a direction for the further research to study whether student entrepre-

neurs should stick to one support agency or if they should try to get support from different agencies. 

Since in this case, most student entrepreneurs only stick to one support agency, it is an unknown 

question how their cooperation with other support agencies will turn out to be.  

7. Limitations "
The study was conducted only in Linnaeus University (Växjö) by interviewing six student entrepre-

neurs. As a direct consequence of this methodology, the study is limited on the number of intervie-

wees which should be considered. Due to the limitation of time, the selection of interviewees is 

only within one university and all the interviews had to be done within a couple of weeks. To gen-

eralize the research, data from more university should be involved in the research. It is also better to 

have a longer observation on these interviewees. The interviews were mostly talking about past-

time events, the facticity may be affected by the narrators’ inaccurate memory also.  

"
"
"
"
"

"
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"

Appendix A: 

Interview map 1. Interview map for normal student entrepreneurs  

The core part of the interview map is ” difficulties” and ”cooperation with support agencies” and 

other parts are more aimed at to draw a whole picture of the situation and call for a better under-

standing of the problems.  
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Appendix B: 

Interview map 2. Interview map for student entrepreneurs with confidential business plan 
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Appendix C: 

Interview map 3. Interview map for staffs of Drivhuset, Linnaeus university, Växjö 
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